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Mid-Bucks (Aylesbury) u3a                               www.u3a.co 

Information Sheet for October 2021 

Editor: Dave Rogers Email editor@u3a.co 

 

 

Meet at Community Centre 

Prebendal Avenue 

1.30 p.m. for Notices at 2.00 p.m. 

Free Refreshments Available 

No Recordings for Zoom 

Bring Face Mask and Sanitise at Door 

Speaker booked for 2.45 p.m. 
 

 

 

 

 

Date 

 

 

Speaker 

 

Title 

21st October 2021 Paul Barwick The Mysterious death of MI6 spy and Code 

Breaker Gareth Williams 

18th November 2021 David Godye Bringing the Monkey Tree to Europe 

 

 

 

 

 

Your u3a Summer Holiday 

Visiting AVON and CARDIFF June 9th to June 13th 2022 

Cost depending on number is £419 - £445 

Insurance £32                                       Single Supplement £100 
 

If you wish to go on this holiday, please sign the list available at the October meeting or 

alternatively phone 01296 488283 to add your name to the list.  Hopefully Booking 

Forms will be available at the November meeting.  Friends and family welcome! 

 

We need at least 25 people to make the holiday viable. 

 

Julie Leach 

 

http://www.u3a.co/
mailto:editor@u3a.co
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Geoff Short – Chair 
 

Welcome to the Newsletter for October 2021. Thanks to all contributors and to Dave Rogers for 

putting the whole thing together. 
 

This is a difficult time for our u3a. On the plus side, more interest groups are reopening, including 

Transport & Music and of course, the first trip of not only this year but nearly two years. On the 

minus side, we still need a positive reaction from members on your committee’s plea for willing 

volunteers to replace those who are due to stand down next year. To that end, please read the 

following request carefully and respond positively! 
 

Your u3a NEEDS You! 
 
Once again, I have to ask you all this question: Do you want this u3a group to continue?  This is, 

after all, your u3a and I imagine that you all enjoy both the monthly meetings and the various 

groups. However, we cannot continue without support – which means not only taking part in those 

groups but being willing to participate in the Committee and to take up the various roles as they 

become vacant.  
 

Several of our team intend to retire by the end of this u3a year – that is March/April 2022. These 

are the roles that need to be filled at that time or, preferably, earlier: 
 

Treasurer, Membership Secretary, Speakers Organiser, Hall Organiser, 

Committee Members, Vice-Chair (vacant) 
 

The fact is that, without these positions being filled, continuing with Mid-Bucks (Aylesbury) u3a 

will be impossible. As you know, various officials have already mentioned within the Newsletter 

that they intend to retire and are looking for volunteers to replace them. So far this has not led to 

any response. Therefore, I ask the question again: Do you want this u3a to continue? If the answer 

is yes, then consider how you can help to keep us going. Do not rely on “someone else” to step 

forward! If you would feel happier carrying out any of these roles with a second party, then please 

feel free to do so.  Please don’t think that special skills are needed for these roles – if you volunteer, 

you will receive good support from the existing committee, just as I have found myself. No 

experience is needed – just a willingness to participate. 
 

There will be forms on one of the side tables to put your name forward for the primary roles that 

need to be filled. If you are willing to take part, then contact me or any of the committee and we 

will welcome you on board.  Please think carefully about this in the coming month and let us know. 
 

We really have until the December meeting to have replacements in position. If that isn’t the case, 

then we will have to start proceedings to wind Mid-Bucks (Aylesbury) u3a down in the new year. 
 

Dave Rogers – Editor 
 

World Conker Championships 
 

A picturesque corner of Northamptonshire hosts the World Conker Championships on the second 

Sunday in October every year. Thousands flock to the venue near the village of Southwick to watch 

this great spectacle as modrn day gladiators fight for glory armed with a nut and 1 foot of string.  

It began in 1965 after a group of people in Ashton held a conker contest because the weather was 

too bad to go fishing. 
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The Game of Conkers. 

 

If you are the one whose conker is to be 

hit first, let it hang down from the string 

which is wrapped round your hand. 

You must hold it at the height your 

opponent chooses and keep it perfectly 

still. Your opponent, the striker, wraps 

their conker string round their hand 

just like yours. They then take the 

conker in the other hand and draw it 

back to strike. The conker is swung 

down by the string in an attempt to hit 

the opponent's conker. The striker is 

allowed 3 shots and then the players 

swap roles. If the strings tangle, the first 

player to call "snags" gets an extra shot. 

The game is won when one player 

destroys the other's conker. 

 

 

Player Technique. 
 

On a conker, the hardest part is the top, paler ring. 

Therefore, the best way to be a winner is to hit your 

opponent’s brown shell with this ring. By hitting the 

opponent's weaker areas with your strongest, you'll 

undoubtedly win. The challenge to this is having the skill 

to pull it off. There are various stances or swings that a 

player can take. Some people favour the overarm swing, 

where the conker comes down vertically. Others go in 

from the side or diagonally, reckoning that it's perhaps 

easier to go against the softer part of the nut. They are 

known as the side-slash, the forward side-slash, and the 

backhand side-slash. 

 

The Championship. 

 

Prior to the championship, about 2,500 conkers of the 

required 1.25-inch width are collected, drilled and strung 

for each game by Ashton Conker Club officials.  The 

competition caters for 256 men and 64 ladies.  The Men’s 

section is divided into four different colour groups; each 

with 64 players (red, blue, green, orange).  A “grand 

slam” or kockout procedure is in place reducing the 64 

in each group to 32 then 16 then 8 etc. until only one 

person remains in each group.  This forms the semi-finals 

where red winner plays blue winner and green winner 

plays orange winner.  This results in 2 players who battle 

out in the final for the world title.  The ladies form a 

single group of 64 players. 

 

Money made from the competition goes to charity.  To date, around £420,000 has been raised for the 

visually impaired. 
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World Championship Rules. 

 

 

• Conkers are provided for each game and cannot be tampered with or reused. 

• The game will commence with a toss of the coin to decide “strike” or “receive”. 

• There must be at least 20cm (8inch) of lace between knuckle and nut. 

• Each player takes three alternate strikes at their opponents conker, with a game decided once 

one conker is smashed. 

• If a game lasts for more than five minuites, it is halted and each player will be allowed a further 

nine strikes in three lots of three alternate strikes. 

• If niether conker is smashed after these nine strikes then the winner will be the player who hit 

the  nut the most times during this nine stroke period. 
 

Jasmine Reeks – Membership Secretary 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
 

Membership stands at 146.  We have two new members, Ros and Barbara but lost two with the passing 

away of Dorothy Lock and Rex Harvey sadly moving to a care home.  Birthday Greetings to all you 

October babies. Enjoy your other celebrations too.  
 

YARN CRAFTERS 
 

We have a possible new leader who is thinking of starting in the New Year. Great. Numbers will be 

limited to 6, and there will be probably an afternoon session only. Watch this space. 
 

LOCAL HISTORY 
 

For our September meeting, we enjoyed a guided walk around the buildings and part of the historic 

park of Great Linford Manor, near Milton Keynes. Our guide, Ellie was great, well informed and with 

good communication skills – just right for us. With the threat of fuel shortages and a sharp but short 

autumnal rain shower, the signs were not good but by the beginning of the walk, the sky was blue with 
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a brisk breeze. At the end of the walk, some of us called in at St Andrew’s Church for refreshments 

(one of their twice monthly Dementia Friendly coffee mornings). 

 

We donated £26 to the Friends of Great Linford Manor Park for this most enjoyable session. Some 

members left for home and lunch, some discovered that the local pub, just outside the High Street gates 

provided a tasty lunch and two of us walked along to the old railway bridge, crossed to the canal towpath 

and walked back to recross and reach the Memorial Hall end of the park. Scope for longer walks, and 

perhaps a return visit when more of the park repairs and renewals will have been achieved by next 

year. 

 

The photo.  from the far side of the canal, shows the 

renewal of Ponds 1 & 2, behind which are the old 

Almshouses to the right and centre left is the Manor 

House (in private ownership). The Trust is in 

consultation with the council in order to redevelop 

the almshouses, which were last used as almshouses 

in the 1940s-50s. Behind us on this far side of the 

canal we could peep through the trees to see work on 

Pond 4, due for completion next year. Check their 

website for more history and a list of events. 

 
 

October, a meeting is too difficult to arrange with my two weeks jury service, our monthly meeting, the 

Brighton trip and then school half term. No meeting this month. 

November 25th 10.15, Rupert has generously agreed to produce a retrospective presentation at the 

Methodist Church of Local History Outings; with an indoor “picnic”.  Please bring your lunch. Drinks 

will be served. 

December, no meeting as per usual. 

January 27th 2022, our planning meeting for the year, 10.15-11.45 with a possible lunch afterwards, 

depending on the situation. 
 

Wildlife in our Streams 
 

We have seen, several times, a crayfish in the Bearbrook on our Fairford Leys walks. We thought it was 

a native white clawed crayfish. However, with a little research. the white refers to its underside and we 

did not get near enough, nor were quick enough to pick it up and check – even if we knew what we were 

doing!  The white-clawed crayfish is the UK’s only native crayfish species. Other crayfish species have 

been introduced from other countries. Since the 1970s there has been more than a 50% decline in the 

areas where white-claws occur in England and Wales, and they are still declining rapidly. 
 

They are nocturnal creatures and aren’t very active during the winter, which means that this secretive 

invertebrate is rarely seen. They have an important role in the freshwater environment because of their 

diet, as well as providing food for other animals, such as fish, herons and otters. They are also important 

indicators of good water quality as they are intolerant of pollution. 
 

Status: listed as Endangered on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List 

of Threatened Species 
 

Appearance: the white-clawed crayfish is one of our largest freshwater invertebrates. They are 

omnivorous, so eat everything from other invertebrates to carrion and water plants. 

Typical size: maximum 12cm, typically 6-8cm.                Lifespan: 12 years 

They have large pincers (claws) that are coloured cream or rosy white on the underside, and it is this 

distinctive feature that gave white-claws their name. The carapace (hard upper shell) is generally brown 

to olive in colour, with a pitted appearance. However, all colour variations have been observed, 

including blue and red white-claws. 
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White-claws are found in rivers, 

streams, lakes and canals, and prefer 

clean, mineral-rich waters. (Copyright 

canalrivertrust.org.uk).  Therefore, the 

sightings may have been of the invasive 

species, which pose a major threat to 

global biodiversity. In the UK, one of the 

most notorious of these invaders is the 

signal crayfish, Pacifastacus leniusculus. 

Introduced from the US in the 1970s to 

be reared in farms for restaurants and 

food shops, this species quickly became 

established in the wild. 
  

Accidental and intentional releases helped them spread throughout British rivers and streams and 

today, they’re prevalent across the UK and continental Europe.   
 

Signal crayfish have been so successful at invading because they produce a lot of offspring and eat 

almost anything, from detritus and aquatic plants to small invertebrates, fish and even each other.  

Their extensive burrowing has eroded river banks throughout the UK, and they pose a grave threat to 

native wildlife, including Britain’s only native crayfish species, the white-clawed crayfish 

(Austropotamobius pallipes). Signal crayfish carry a disease known as crayfish plague, which is 100% 

lethal to the native white-clawed if contracted. But even signal crayfish free of the disease tend to 

outcompete their native counterparts over time. Pollution also threatens white-clawed crayfish across 

much of their range, and as a result, they have suffered tremendous declines, estimated at over 90% in 

some English counties, leaving them vulnerable to extinction. (Copyright theconversation.com). 
 

Tony Vickers 
 

Evacuating the Nation’s Treasures in World War Two 
 

In the light of experiences during the First World War, the Spanish Civil War and the threats imposed 

by Nazi Germany and its mass confiscation and destruction policy, detailed plans, including air raid 

precautions, were drawn up from 1933 onwards to protect the nation’s art treasures and “cream of 

collections” (anything over £5000 in value) by moving large numbers to “places of safety and refuge”.  

By early 1939 Britain faced a very uncertain future as the threat of war accelerated. The speed and 

unpredictability of air power meant there was little time to prepare in the face of constant danger. 
 

Already a considerable part of the nation’s art treasures had been dispersed to safer havens away from 

the direct threat of enemy bombers. This was a massive logistical exercise and all conducted under strict 

secrecy. The Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool stored their treasures in ancestral halls, country houses 

and old schools many miles away. Manchester Art Gallery used Aberystwyth University and Alnwick 

Castle. The Wallace Collection in central London moved to West Wycombe Park in Bucks. With 

Churchill directing no treasure would leave our shores, and having rejected the idea of mass shipment 

to Canada for fear of a catastrophic submarine attack, the race was on to find more secure underground 

storage sites.  
 

These included the disused parts of the London 

Underground, limestone quarries in Wiltshire and 

vaults in Sudeley Castle in Gloucestershire. The 

Domesday Book was stored in Shepton Mallet Prison in 

Somerset. Organs, galleries, carvings and stained-glass 

windows from Cathedrals and Churches were sent to 

remote areas in Somerset, Westmorland or 

Northumberland, while others were stored in crypts, 

vaults or underground caves and bunkers 

 
White-clawed crayfish (Copyright Bristol Zoo Gardens)  
 

https://theconversation.com/invasive-species-threaten-most-protected-areas-across-the-world-new-study-140212
https://theconversation.com/how-tiny-creatures-are-reshaping-the-very-rivers-they-live-in-124845
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/native-british-crayfish-facing-extinction-following-mysterious-outbreak-plague-9679317.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/native-british-crayfish-facing-extinction-following-mysterious-outbreak-plague-9679317.html
https://www.iucnredlist.org/species/2430/9438817
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Some precious statues and sculptures were often bricked up where they stood to offer extra protection. 

Eighty large stained-glass windows in York Minster were distributed to country houses in the East 

Riding. Most of the contents of Durham Cathedral and the furniture, books and textiles from the V and 

A museum found shelter in Westwood Quarry in Bradford on Avon, while ceramics moved to Aldwych 

Underground.  Skipton Castle was chosen to store over 60 tons of manuscripts and archives from the 

British Museum; a local rumour that the Castle also stored the Crown Jewels persisted until the end of 

hostilities. The exquisite pictures from Soane’s Museum in London were stored in the Tenant’s Hall in 

Plas Rhianfa on Anglesey. Some original “refuges” such as Montecute House in Somerset became so 

difficult to manage due to moths and damp that contents were soon removed to much safer destinations. 
 

In August, 1939, two weeks before the outbreak of war, plans 

were finalised to move many of the pictures in The National 

Gallery. While invasion was viewed as the main threat, the 

real worry was the risk of a stray bomb hitting a prime target 

as German air raids began in earnest. A carefully devised 

plan to evacuate the Gallery’s collection, firstly to Penrhyn 

and Caernarfon Castles in North Wales and the University 

of Bangor and then to Manod, the world’s largest (now 

disused) slate quarry near Blaenau Ffestiniog, North Wales, 

swung into action, under strict security. 

 

By the summer of 1941 the complex and difficult 

transfer was complete. Over 5000 tons of slate were 

blasted to enlarge its entrance to take huge works of 

art, a narrow-gauge railway was created alongside 

air-conditioning and the vast collection remained 

there under careful supervision until the end of war 

in 1945. Soon after the transfer the Gallery suffered 

a total of nine bomb attacks, most of which would 

have caused extensive damage to the paintings. 

 

 

 

 

 

During the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, Manod, nicknamed “The 

Cathedral” and over 300 feet deep, was on standby again, in case of air 

attacks. Although safeguarding the nation’s treasures was a critically 

important and complex exercise involving many experts and 

innovative methods of conservation, surprisingly little has been written 

since the end of the war. Much of the work remained on the official 

secrets lists for decades. This may explain why uncovering details even 

now remains difficult.  

 

Ann Burman – Quiz Group 
 

We hope to resurrect the Quiz Group on 18th January 

2022, but need to know how many people are interested in 

attending.  For those who do not know about the group; it 

is held on every third Tuesday of the month at Aylesbury 

Tennis Club (2.00 p.m. until 4.00 p.m.). It’s an afternoon 

of light-hearted quizzing (no prizes unfortunately) with a 

break for tea and biscuits.  
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If you feel like giving it a try or are one of our regulars and would like to return, there will be a 

sheet circulating at the u3a meetings in September and October in order for you to register your 

interest.  If you are unable to attend either of the u3a meetings but wish to join the Quiz Group 

please contact either myself on 01296 422084 or Chris Blaik on 01296 425964. 
 

Jim Wilding 
 

History of Transport 

 
The group will be restarting on 26th October, 10.30, at 9 Mill Mead, 

Wendover. 

 

Jim Wilding (01296 623628) 
 

Music Appreciation 
 

 

The group will be restarting on 26th October, 2.30, at 9 Mill Mead, Wendover. 

 

Jim Wilding (01296 623628) 
 

Simon Reeks – Gadget Group 
 

Despite Microsoft previously promising that Windows 

10 would be the last version ever, we now have 

..................... Windows 11! There is no rush to update 

immediately as there are still teething troubles being 

sorted out but it may be worth checking to see if your 

current PC / laptop is compatible (many aren't) - run the 

official Microsoft "PC Health Check App" available at 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/windows-11 

to see if there are any issues. Microsoft has set rather 

high specifications for the new version so it is likely that 

if your device is over 2 to 3 years old your computer will 

not be upgradeable (there are techy ways of forcing the 

upgrade through, but these may have a longer-term impact on availability of security updates so 

can't be recommended currently). Windows 10 will continue to be fully supported for a further 4 

years (until 14th October, 2025) so there is absolutely no need to update anything for quite some 

time yet. 

 

I've been busy this month helping members with many things such as installing a new TV and DVD, 

setting up an Android tablet, installing antivirus software, editing videos and installing a new 

printer. Should you need any help or advice about the new Windows 11 or indeed any other (non 

Apple) "gadget" subject, please contact me on 01296 482735 or reeks@fangio.co.uk and I'll see 

what I can do. 

 

Next Contribution Date Friday 12th November 

 Contributions Welcome from ALL Members 

 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/windows-11
mailto:reeks@fangio.co.uk

